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Abstract17

Previous studies reported that the terrestrial and Martian magnetotails can become twisted18

due to the solar wind-planetary interaction; however, the associated physical processes19

proper of intrinsic and induced magnetospheres are still under debate. In particular, there20

is evidence that the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) dawn-dusk component (By)21

plays a major role in both environments, affecting the sense of twist. Here, we analyze22

all MESSENGER Magnetometer observations to investigate the IMF By influence on23

Mercury’s magnetotail. We find that Mercury’s tail twist is very small (.3 degrees), for24

a median downtail distance of ∼2 Mercury radii. We also identify a correlation between25

the IMF By and the local By component around the magnetotail current sheet. These26

results suggest the small (or lack of) twist may be explained by the dipolar field strength27

in the near-magnetotail. We examine this hypothesis by putting these observations into28

context with studies on the terrestrial magnetotail.29

Plain Language Summary30

Previous studies identified a twist in the magnetotail structures on Earth and Mars.31

This twist is affected by the dawn-dusk component (By) of the background magnetic field32

convected by the solar wind. To improve the current understanding of these phenom-33

ena, we analyze all MESSENGER magnetic field data in Mercury’s magnetotail. We find34

an upper bound for the tail twist of ∼3 degrees, based on observations obtained centered35

at ∼ 2 Mercury radii downstream from the planet. Our results suggest the small (or lack36

of) twist at Mercury could be understood in terms of the dipolar field strength in the37

magnetotail region near the planet. We put these observations into context with con-38

clusions reported at the terrestrial magnetotail and argue the Bepi-Colombo mission may39

see a more developed twist, as the planned apoapsis is expected to be further downtail40

from Mercury, compared to MESSENGER.41

1 Introduction42

Mercury, the smallest and innermost planet in the solar system, possesses an in-43

trinsic, relatively weak (∼195 nT R3
M , with 1 RM ∼ 2440 km), global magnetic field44

(Ness et al., 1974; Anderson et al., 2011). This field is highly dipolar, with a moment45

that is closely aligned with its rotation axis (dipole tilt ≤ 0.8◦) and offset ∼ 0.2 RM46

northward from the planet’s center (Anderson et al., 2007, 2011, 2012; Johnson et al.,47

2012). The interaction between Mercury’s magnetic field and the high solar wind pres-48

sure in the inner heliosphere generates a small magnetosphere whose mean magnetopause49

standoff distance is ∼ 1.45 RM (Philpott et al., 2020), shielding the planet’s surface from50

the solar wind most of the time (J. A. Slavin et al., 2014, 2019; Winslow et al., 2020).51

Mercury is also characterized by an iron-rich, electrically conducting core with a52

large radius of ∼ 0.8 RM (Smith et al., 2012; Hauck et al., 2013; Katsura et al., 2021).53

The presence of this core implies the electromagnetic coupling between Mercury’s inte-54

rior and its plasma environment can play an important role in the solar wind-magnetosphere55

interaction (e.g., Hood & Schubert, 1979). Indeed, variability of magnetic flux at the core56

can result in significant eddy currents, whose associated magnetic field can be an appre-57

ciable fraction of the planetary dipolar field (e.g., Glassmeier et al., 2007; Saur et al., 2010;58

J. A. Slavin et al., 2014; Jia et al., 2015; Heyner et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2016; Jia59

et al., 2019; Wardinski et al., 2019; Zhong, Wan, Wei, et al., 2015).60

The solar wind along Mercury’s orbit is partly defined by low Alfvenic Mach num-61

bers and plasma beta values, due to the planet’s proximity to the Sun. Thus, it presents62

favorable conditions for magnetic reconnection between the shocked Interplanetary Mag-63

netic Field (IMF) and the planet’s intrinsic magnetic field (e.g., J. A. Slavin & Holzer,64

1981; Gershman et al., 2013; James et al., 2017; Romanelli, DiBraccio, Gershman, et al.,65
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2020; Zurbuchen et al., 2004; DiBraccio et al., 2013; J. A. Slavin et al., 2009, 2012). In-66

deed, DiBraccio et al. (2013) found that magnetopause reconnection can occur under most67

magnetic shear angles between the IMF and the planetary field and with high dimen-68

sionless reconnection rates (0.15±0.02). These rates are a factor ∼ 3 larger than val-69

ues reported at Earth, the only other known planetary magnetosphere with dynamics70

dominated by a reconnection-driven Dungey-cycle (Dungey, 1961). This cycle of mag-71

netic flux and plasma circulation begins with magnetopause reconnection, creating open72

magnetic field lines that are then convected to the magnetotail. This magnetic flux even-73

tually reconnects within the tail and returns to Mercury’s dayside on ∼ 3−3.5 min timescales74

(e.g., Dungey, 1961; DiBraccio et al., 2013; J. A. Slavin et al., 2009, 2012; Imber & Slavin,75

2017; J. A. Slavin et al., 2021).76

Spacecraft observations and numerical simulations have also enabled characteriz-77

ing Mercury’s magnetosphere’s global response to varying IMF orientations, and its im-78

plications for several processes, including magnetic reconnection (e.g., Aizawa et al., 2021;79

Jia et al., 2015, 2019; Richer et al., 2012). For example, in a cross-comparison global sim-80

ulation model effort, Aizawa et al. (2021) examined the locations of reconnection sites81

under a configuration with purely northward IMF configuration. In addition, Jia et al.82

(2015, 2019) reported Mercury’s magnetosphere exhibits strong asymmetries with respect83

to the planetary equatorial plane, which are attributed to its dipole offset and the large84

solar wind flow aligned IMF component, typically present in the solar wind upstream85

of this planet. These asymmetries not only modify the magnetopause and magnetotail86

current systems, but can also affect the location of the magnetotail reconnection X-line.87

Studies on the terrestrial magnetosphere show that the IMF orientation at the time88

of magnetopause reconnection affects the transfer of solar wind momentum and energy89

into the system and can impact, for instance, the magnetotail configuration (e.g., Cow-90

ley, 1981; Fedder et al., 1991, 1995; Luhmann et al., 1984; Tsyganenko et al., 2015; Pitk-91

nen et al., 2021). One of the most noteworthy effects is the magnetotail current sheet92

rotation or twisting dependence on the IMF dawn-dusk component (By). The current93

sheet is observed to rotate counter-clockwise in the cross-sectional tail plane (looking from94

Earth toward the tail) for duskward, IMF By> 0. The tail rotates clockwise for dawn-95

ward, IMF By< 0 (e.g., Kaymaz et al., 1994; Owen et al., 1995; Tsyganenko et al., 1998,96

2015; Xiao et al., 2016; Sibeck et al., 1985; Tenfjord et al., 2015). Additionally, several97

statistical analyses indicate that the magnetotail current sheet rotation increases with98

downtail distance and the IMF By magnitude (e.g., Kaymaz et al., 1994; Tsyganenko99

et al., 2015). There are also indications of asymmetries in the degree of magnetotail twist-100

ing depending on the polarity of the IMF By and Bz components (e.g., Kaymaz et al.,101

1994; Pitknen et al., 2021).102

Cowley (1981) developed a theoretical model that seeks to explain some of the prop-103

erties of the terrestrial tail twist. The presence of a non-zero IMF By component gen-104

erates asymmetric dayside magnetopause reconnection, affecting the magnetic flux load-105

ing in the magnetotail lobes (e.g., Gosling et al., 1985; Khurana et al., 1996; Park et al.,106

2006; Tenfjord et al., 2015). Under these conditions, this model proposes that tangen-107

tial stresses on the tail magnetopause by the deflecting open magnetic field lines exert108

a torque on the magnetotail lobes that is responsible for the current sheet rotation (Cowley,109

1981).110

Interestingly, although Mars lacks an intrinsic global magnetic field, DiBraccio et111

al. (2018) discovered a magnetotail twist in its hybrid magnetosphere (Acuña et al., 1998).112

The observed tail twist at Mars is also dependent on the IMF By component and responds113

with the same sense as that of Earth’s. Therefore, it has been suggested that the Mar-114

tian tail twist could be associated with magnetic field reconnection between the shocked115

IMF and remnant crustal magnetic fields (Acua et al., 1999; DiBraccio et al., 2018). More-116

over, a statistical study on the factors that influence the Martian magnetotail twisting117

shows that the rather large twist (compared to the terrestrial case) increases with down-118
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tail distance to Mars and is also larger for duskward IMF By orientation (DiBraccio et119

al., 2022).120

While studies have been devoted to understanding magnetotail twists at Earth’s121

and Mars’ magnetospheres, there are still several open questions. The physical mech-122

anisms behind these tail rotations are not sufficiently well determined and, therefore, the123

properties that the planetary obstacle and the solar wind must meet to do so. For ex-124

ample, Earth and Mars have different planetary atmospheric and magnetic environments125

(i.e., global and crustal fields) with distinct spatial and temporal scales that experience126

different solar wind parameters at their location in the heliosphere. For this reason, as-127

sessing whether a tail twist is present within another intrinsic magnetosphere will help128

to better understand the forces at play. In this work, we seek to contribute to the cur-129

rent understanding of this topic by performing the first analysis of Mercury’s magneto-130

tail configuration as a function of the IMF dawn-dusk component in the search for a po-131

tential twist, based on all MErcury, Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry and Rang-132

ing (MESSENGER) magnetic field observations. We also analyze the extent to which133

magnetic field observations in the near-magnetotail of Mercury present signatures cor-134

related with the IMF By and the planetary dipolar field. Finally, we put this study into135

context with previous reports on the terrestrial magnetotail.136

2 Data and Selection Criteria137

On 18 March 2011, MESSENGER began its orbit around Mercury. The initial space-138

craft orbit had a period of ∼ 12 hours and high eccentricity (apoapsis altitude of ∼ 6.1139

RM ) (Solomon et al., 2007). Equipped with a three-axis, ring-core, fluxgate Magnetome-140

ter (MAG), MESSENGER provided in-situ magnetic field measurements at a 20 Hz sam-141

pling rate (Anderson et al., 2007). On 16 April 2012, the spacecraft’s apoapsis altitude142

was reduced to ∼ 4.1 RM , resulting in an orbital period of ∼8 hr and providing a clearer143

picture of Mercury’s magnetosphere, particularly between the subsolar magnetopause144

region to ∼ 3RM downtail. MESSENGER’s mission ended on 30 April 2015 (e.g., J. A. Slavin145

et al., 2019).146

In this work, we analyze all MESSENGER MAG data by applying the following147

methodology: we compute 10 s magnetic field averages, as this resolution is sufficient for148

assessing large-scale trends within the magnetotail. We identify and select MESSENGER’s149

orbits that sampled both the region upstream from Mercury’s bow shock and the Her-150

mean magnetotail. For this, we make use of the bow shock crossing list reported by Philpott151

et al. (2020). For each of these MESSENGER orbits, we estimate the IMF associated152

with magnetic field observations in the magnetotail as the average between the inbound153

and outbound IMF estimates for the same orbit. These are computed based on a 10 minute154

magnetic field average upstream from Mercury’s bow shock.155

Magnetic field data is analyzed in aberrated Mercury Solar Magnetic (MSM) co-156

ordinates. This coordinate system is centered on Mercury’s (offset) magnetic field dipole157

and takes into account the planet’s orbital velocity around the Sun (Anderson et al., 2011).158

The XMSM axis points sunward along the Sun-Mercury direction, the YMSM axis is anti-159

parallel to Mercury’s orbital velocity and the ZMSM completes the right-handed system.160

The aberration angle varies between ∼ 5.6◦ and ∼ 8.4◦, due to Mercury’s highly ec-161

centric orbit.162

Lastly, the selection criteria also considers the magnetotail region sampled by MES-163

SENGER. Hereafter, we present our results analyzing all MAG measurements inside the164

nominal magnetopause of Mercury, and downstream of the XMSM = −1.22RM plane,165

where the inner edge of the magnetotail current sheet is located (Zhong, Wan, Slavin,166

et al., 2015; Philpott et al., 2020; Poh et al., 2017). However, we note the presented re-167
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sults do not change significantly if consider a smaller threshold, i.e., further away from168

the planet.169

Figure 1a-c displays MESSENGER position inside the magnetotail of Mercury, down-170

stream from the XMSM = −1.22RM plane. This data-set has a median XMSM = −1.91RM171

and a standard deviation equal to 0.57RM . The spacecraft mostly explored the south-172

ern magnetotail lobe throughout the mission, but also sampled the magnetotail current173

sheet and the near northern lobe (Poh et al., 2017; Rong et al., 2018). Figure 1d-f show174

the observed distributions of the IMF properties for the corresponding MESSENGER175

orbits. The IMF strength ranged between ∼14.0 and ∼24.3 nT (lower and upper quar-176

tiles) with a median equal to ∼18.5 nT. The IMF clock and cone angles distributions show177

the IMF is mainly contained in the ecliptic plane with IMF clock angle maximum oc-178

currences near ∼ −75 and ∼ 95 degrees (Figure 1e), and quasi-radial with an IMF Parker179

spiral angle peaking at about ∼ −20 and ∼ 165 degrees (Figure 1f). These distribu-180

tions are consistent with nominal values along Mercury’s orbit around the Sun.

Figure 1. (a–c) MESSENGER position in Mercury’s magnetotail (XMSM ≤ −1.22RM )

for orbits considered into this study. Views are displayed (a) in the equatorial plane, (b) in the

meridional plane, and (c) from Mercury toward the magnetotail. (d–f) Distributions of MESSEN-

GER magnetic field observations are shown for (d) IMF strength, (e) IMF clock angle, and (f)

IMF Parker spiral angle.

181

3 Results and Discussion182

Figure 2a-b display the cross-tail projection in the YMSM -ZMSM plane of the mean183

Bx component in Mercury’s magnetotail (color-coded), for IMF By< 0 and By> 0, re-184
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spectively. As described in the Introduction, this IMF component is found to affect the185

magnetotail lobes location in the terrestrial and Martian magnetospheres (e.g., Kaymaz186

et al., 1994; DiBraccio et al., 2018). Initially, we note the current sheet is observed near187

the ZMSM = 0RM plane (white region between the red and blue lobes in Figure 2),188

regardless of the IMF By polarity. Given the horizontal appearance of the current sheet189

at ZMSM = 0RM across the full width of Mercury’s tail, the magnetotail twist is small,190

if present, at these downtail distances sampled by MESSENGER. This Figure also shows191

that Mercury’s offset dipole results in a ∼ 0.2RM shift of the current sheet northward192

from the planetary equator, which is taken into account in the definition of the MSM193

coordinate system. To determine whether a twist may exist within Mercury’s tail and194

provide an estimation of its inclination, we apply a similar methodology to Romanelli195

et al. (2018, 2019); DiBraccio et al. (2022), that consists in finding the tail lobe center.196

In our case, we focus the analysis in estimating the geometric center of the south-197

ern tail lobe. The northern lobe is not considered in this computation since there is not198

adequate coverage based on MESSENGER’s orbital geometry. As shown in Romanelli199

et al. (2018, 2019); DiBraccio et al. (2022), the direction defined by the center of the mag-200

netic map, [YMSM , ZMSM ]=[0,0] RM and the center of the tail lobe is roughly perpen-201

dicular to the average current sheet location. The computation of the geometric center202

is based on all bins inside the nominal magnetopause boundary (Zhong, Wan, Slavin,203

et al., 2015; Philpott et al., 2020) with a negative mean Bx (southern hemisphere), based204

on at least five MESSENGER orbits (c-d). Given that the solar wind conditions vary205

with time, each MESSENGER orbit is considered an independent sampling of Mercury’s206

magnetotail. Our results suggest the southern magnetotail lobe may be twisted by ∼ 1.5207

degrees clockwise (counterclockwise) for negative (positive) IMF By, seen from Mercury208

towards the tail (view in Figure 2a-d). These results do not change significantly if the209

tail twist is estimated based on the median Bx component magnetic field maps, for the210

resolution that can be achieved with the current data set (bin size of 0.1RM×0.1RM ).211

In addition, we also report that the tail twist estimates do not change significantly if we212

consider MESSENGER orbits where the inbound and outbound IMF estimates are less213

than 45 and 90 degrees apart, where the IMF is more likely to be stable. These cases214

correspond to ∼ 42% and ∼ 87% of the MESSENGER orbits (2484) considered in the215

bin maps shown in Figure 2, respectively.216

These magnetotail twist estimates have an uncertainty on the same order (∼ 1.5217

degrees), due to the considered magnetic maps spatial resolution. These results there-218

fore suggest Mercury’s tail may be twisted up to ∼ 3 degrees clockwise (counterclock-219

wise) for negative (positive) IMF By (seen from the planet towards the magnetotail tail).220

Nevertheless, they do not rule out the possibility of a lack of twist in this region of the221

Hermean magnetotail.222

Following this characterization of the Hermean magnetotail, Figure 3a indicates223

there is a linear correlation (R ∼ 0.33) between By around Mercury’s tail current sheet224

(MAG data with |Bx| < 0.01B and |ZMSM | < 0.2RM ), and the associated IMF By225

component for the same MESSENGER orbit. These observations suggest the IMF is able226

to affect Mercury’s magnetotail structure to some extent. In addition, Figure 3b shows227

that the absolute values of the lower and upper quartiles of the By distribution (extremes228

of the black bars) are on the order of ∼ 2 − 3 nT for XMSM > −2RM , taking values229

much lower than Bz around the current sheet (red vertical bars). The latter decreases230

as a function of −XMSM , as the distance from Mercury’s dipole increases. If we consider231

the local By and Bz components are a proxy for the IMF By and Mercury’s dipolar in-232

fluence on the tail, respectively, Figure 3b suggests the dipole magnetic field is strong233

enough to reduce/prevent tail twisting in the near-magnetotail of Mercury.234

To examine the hypothesis that Mercury’s tail may become more twisted farther235

from the planet as the dipole magnetic field’s influence decreases, we put our results into236

context with previous studies on the terrestrial magnetotail. The Earth’s magnetotail237
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Figure 2. (a-b) Cross-tail projections of the mean Bx component in the Hermean magne-

totail as a function of the aberrated YMSM and ZMSM coordinates, based on MESSENGER

Magnetometer observations downstream from the XMSM=−1.22RM plane. The tail structure

under periods of negative and positive IMF By is shown in panels a and b, respectively. The red

and blue colors display the local +Bx and -Bx components, respectively. These correspond to

sunward (out of the page) and antisunward (into the page) directions, respectively. The dashed

black lines display the estimated current sheet twists, based on the computed geometric center

of the southern magnetotail lobe. (c-d) Number of MESSENGER orbits per bin associated with

the magnetic maps shown in panels (a) and (b), respectively. The black curves correspond to the

average magnetopause location at XMSM = −2RM , and are shown for reference (Zhong, Wan,

Slavin, et al., 2015).

is the most studied case and likely the closest environment to that of Mercury’s. Indeed,238

the Dungey cycle dominates the dynamics of both magnetospheres created by the inter-239

action of the solar wind with planetary magnetic dipole fields. Figure 4 presents a com-240

parison between our tail twist estimation at Mercury and several statistical studies us-241

ing magnetic field data from observations at Earth. Firstly, we note that the terrestrial242
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Figure 3. (a) By around Mercury’s magnetotail current sheet as a function of the average

IMF By component upstream from the bow shock for the same MESSENGER orbit. The yellow

curve displays the best linear fit. (b) By and Bz around Mercury’s magnetotail current sheet as

a function of the downtail distance (in grey and pink, respectively). Black and red vertical bars

span the 25th to the 75th percentiles of the gray and pink data sets, respectively, within each bin

(0.2 RM width). The middle point in each bar corresponds to the associated median. For refer-

ence, the red solid curve shows the Bz component of Mercury’s dipolar field around the current

sheet (BzDIP ).

tail twist is ∼ 3 degrees (or smaller) for a downtail distance of X = 20 − 22RE (RE243

stands for Earth’s radii). At these distances, the Earth’s magnetic field dipole Bz com-244

ponent at the magnetotail current sheet (BzDIP ) is ∼ 3 nT. Considering that the av-245

erage By at the terrestrial current sheet ranges between ∼ 0.25 and 0.5 the upstream246

By IMF (∼ 4 nT) (see Table 1, Kaymaz et al., 1994), we observe the tail twist becomes247

noticeable when the local By (∼ 1−2 nT) is on the order of BzDIP . These results sug-248

gest the terrestrial twist is appreciable when the influence of the IMF By in the current249

sheet is on the order of the local planetary dipole field strength (BzDIP ).250

Figure 4 also shows an overall increase in terrestrial tail twist with downtail dis-251

tance and By IMF intensity. In particular, magnetic field observations of tail current sheet252

twist up to a downtail distance of 60 RE were fitted with a function linearly dependent253

on the IMF By (see last term in Equation 3 in Tsyganenko et al., 2015). The best fits254

are shown as a function of downtail distance (for the zero dipole tilt angle case) for three255

representative values of the IMF By by means of the dashed yellow lines in Figure 4 (see256

considered coefficients in Table 1, Tsyganenko et al. (2015)).257

If we apply the previous considerations to the Hermean magnetotail case, we find258

the dipolar field Bz component at the current sheet (BzDIP ) is on the order of 4 nT for259

X ∼ 3.6RM . The 4 nT reference denotes the standard deviation of By in Mercury’s260

current sheet for all data analyzed (see Figure 3a). The computed critical distance is ∼261

1 Mercury radii further downstream than most of the MESSENGER data available for262

this study, providing an explanation for the relatively small observed (or lack of) tail twist.263

We also note that this value is within the BepiColombo Mercury Magnetospheric Or-264
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Figure 4. Comparison of our results with observations at the terrestrial magnetotail. Ver-

tical axis shows the Bz component associated with Mercury’s and Earth’s magnetic dipoles at

the respective magnetotail current sheet (black solid and dashed curves, respectively) and the

observed tail twist (in yellow) for positive (cross) and negative (circle) IMF By (in light blue),

as a function of the distance downstream from the planet (normalized with the planet’s radii).

Dash yellow lines correspond to the expected terrestrial tail twist for different IMF By intensi-

ties based on data fits reported by Tsyganenko et al. (2015). References and IMF By selection

criteria associated with the corresponding papers are shown in grey and light blue, respectively.

For instance, the yellow cross and circle shown at X=33RE , correspond to computed Earth’s

tail twist rotation for IMF By > 0 nT and By < 0 nT, respectively, according to Kaymaz et al.

(1994).

biter (MMO) expected apoapsis (∼ 4.9RM ). Thus, these results suggest this mission265

will not only be able to further characterize Mercury’s magnetotail morphology and its266

dependence on the IMF, but it may also reveal a more developed tail twist, if present.267

Previous studies also indicate that the terrestrial tail twist exhibits an asymmet-268

rical behavior with a larger rotation under positive IMF By than under negative cases269

(Kaymaz et al., 1994; Owen et al., 1995; Pitknen et al., 2021). This preference for +IMF270

By was also observed at Mars (DiBraccio et al., 2022). Nevertheless, other works have271

not observed this trend (e.g., Xiao et al., 2016). Such asymmetry is also absent in Cowley272

(1981) and Tsyganenko et al. (2015) analytical models. Here, we report that our results273
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do not display signatures of this asymmetry in the near-magnetotail of Mercury. How-274

ever, this could be detected by Bepi-Colombo further downstream of Mercury for a po-275

tentially more developed twist.276

It is also worth emphasizing that the physical processes responsible for tail twist277

likely depend on more variables than the planetary dipole field and the IMF By com-278

ponent. For instance, Owen et al. (1995) reported a larger terrestrial tail twist for pos-279

itive IMF Bz, suggesting that higher reconnection rates may reduce the current sheet280

rotation. Thus, although the By IMF at Mercury is typically ∼ 2−3 times larger than281

that at Earth, the higher reconnection rates and wider magnetic shear angles under which282

magnetopause reconnection takes place potentially contribute to a smaller tail twist (DiBraccio283

et al., 2013; James et al., 2017; Romanelli & DiBraccio, 2021). Another potentially im-284

portant factor is the IMF cone angle. In particular, the presence of a significant IMF Bx285

component could affect the reconnection sites location on the dayside magnetopause and286

thus the magnetic field loading in the magnetotail (see, e.g., Luhmann et al., 1984). More-287

over, Mercury has no ionosphere but a rather large conductive core (see, e.g., Sun et al.,288

2021). This key difference does not only affect field aligned currents closure (J. Slavin289

et al., 1997; Anderson et al., 2014, 2018), but suggests fields induced at the core can in-290

crease Mercury’s intrinsic dipolar field and therefore affect the degree to which the tail291

is twisted (Glassmeier et al., 2007). In this regard, we report a difference in the fraction292

of the IMF By value MESSENGER detects in Mercury’s magnetotail. Indeed, Figure293

3a suggests a ratio on the order 0.15 (slope associated with the linear fit), while stud-294

ies at Earth detect values that are between 2 and 4 times larger (e.g., Kaymaz et al., 1994;295

Wing et al., 1995). This could be partly be due to the differences in the solar wind con-296

ditions upstream of Mercury and Earth and the intrinsic properties of these planets.297

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the observed magnetotail twist at Mars is be-298

tween ∼20◦ and ∼60◦, for a ∼ 2 Martian radii downtail distance. It displays variabil-299

ity with local time and Martian season and could be associated with magnetic reconnec-300

tion between the IMF and crustal magnetic fields (DiBraccio et al., 2022). In addition,301

such a large tail twist may also result from the lack of a global dynamo-generated plan-302

etary dipole field. Indeed, asymmetries in the Martian current system (Dubinin et al.,303

2014b, 2014a; Ramstad et al., 2020), the shocked solar wind flow deflection (Dubinin et304

al., 2018; Romanelli et al., 2019; Romanelli, DiBraccio, Halekas, et al., 2020), and the305

IMF morphology around Mars (Crider et al., 2004; Brain et al., 2006; Romanelli et al.,306

2014, 2015) may also be contributing factors.307

4 Conclusions308

In this work we analyze the effects that the IMF dawn-dusk component has on the309

Hermean magnetotail and current sheet, based on all MESSENGER Magnetometer ob-310

servations. Firstly, we determine an upper limit for Mercury’s near-magnetotail (∼ 2RM311

downtail distance) small twist of ∼3◦ with the current sheet rotating clockwise (coun-312

terclockwise) for negative (positive) IMF By, seen from Mercury towards the tail. These313

estimates do not exclude the possibility of a lack of twist in this region. Secondly, we iden-314

tify a linear correlation between By around Mercury’s magnetotail current sheet and the315

associated IMF By component for the same MESSENGER orbit. We also find that the316

Bz component near the current sheet is much larger than By for the region explored, sug-317

gesting the planetary dipole magnetic field is sufficiently strong to limit or prevent twist-318

ing in Mercury’s near-magnetotail. Finally, we find this interpretation is consistent with319

statistical studies focused on the Earth magnetotail and argue that, if present, a more320

developed twist could be observed by Bepi-Colombo given the planned apoapsis.321

Overall, this study contributes to improving the current understanding of plane-322

tary magnetotail twists, which has currently been explored around three of the telluric323

planets (see, e.g., Tsyganenko et al., 2015; DiBraccio et al., 2022). We note variations324
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in the tail twist at two Dungey cycle-driven intrinsic magnetospheres and a relatively325

large twist in Mars’s hybrid magnetosphere. To better determine the physical processes326

at play in intrinsic and induced magnetospheres, future works would benefit from fur-327

ther analysis of the Hermean magnetosphere based on Bepi-Colombo observations and328

exploration of the induced magnetotail of Venus. Moreover, numerical simulations of Mer-329

cury’s magnetosphere for different solar wind and IMF configurations (e.g., perihelion330

and aphelion conditions) can help improving the current understanding on this matter331

(see, e.g., Jia et al., 2015). In particular, they can provide valuable information to de-332

termine conditions favorable for magnetotail twisting, the location where this effect would333

be noticeable and how it may develop with downtail distance.334
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